In this essay I examine the theory of alteration and identity of the cosmos and the Being in the Presocratics, from Thales to Parmenides. We try to show that it was really Heraclitus, the first Presocratic philosopher, who invented this theory, which still echoes today in the most recent astrophysical theories on the universe.

In the first section (i) of our essay, I investigate the Heraclitean theory of alteration and identity of the cosmos and the Being. In the second section (ii), I research this dual theory; first, in the mythological tradition; and second, in Heraclitus’ predecessors and contemporary Presocratic philosophers, from Thales to Parmenides. This is done in order to trace the presages and the loans of Heraclitus from them. In the third section (iii), I research the echo of Heraclitus’ theory in contemporary science. The scope of this investigation is to show the originality of the Heraclitean cosmological/ontological theory of alteration and identity, both in antiquity and in contemporary science.

I

The world in the Heraclitean philosophy exists as the world ἐν-πάντα. This phenomenally dual, but substantially single nature of the world is subject to a paradoxical simultaneous alteration and identity,¹ according to Heraclitus. The nature of the world as ἐν-πάντα changes² eternally and cyclically from ἐν to πάντα and from πάντα to ἐν;³ while it simultaneously remains paradoxically in the identity ἐν-πάντα.⁴ In other words, the world as ἐν changes and is identified eternally with the world as πάντα, and the opposite. So, while the world eternally changes from ἐν to πάντα and from πάντα to ἐν, it always remains paradoxically the ‘same’ world at all times, as ὁ αὐτὸς κόσμος ἐν-πάντα. The world as ἐν, that is, the world as πῦρ-λόγος-θεός-δίκη-ἔρις-πόλεμος-αἰών-σοφόν-χρησμοσύνη οτ χρεώ καὶ κόρος-κεφαλής-νόμος-γνώμη,⁶ which constitutes the one Being with its multiple modes in Heraclitus, changes⁷ into all of its individual multiple beings πάντα, and the opposite; while also the
world is simultaneously in identity, by being ὁ αὐτὸς, εἶς καὶ κοινὸς κόσμος, since it always and eternally ‘is’ to αὐτὸ πῦρ-λόγος-θεός-δίκη-ζωής-πόλεμος-αἰών-σοφόν-χρησμοσύνη or χρεώ καὶ κόρος-κεραυνός-νόμος-γνώμη. In other words, according to Heraclitus, the world is a multiple face of the eternal αὐτὸ but μεταβάλλων in-becoming-Being (ἐν γίγνεσθαι εἶναι).

This makes Heraclitus simultaneously the philosopher of eternal alteration and identity. Heraclitus thinks simultaneously of the cosmos and the Being as alteration and identity, together, and not only one or the other, opposite to each other, as it has been regarded up today. This means that Heraclitus thinks of the world-Being as eternally ‘changing’ and simultaneously the ‘same’, making first a cosmology/ontology, which meets today the most recent astrophysical theories in a remarkable way.

II

The views about the problem on the birth of early Greek philosophy, one of the most difficult and tantalising problems in the history of philosophy, are dissented. There are scholars who contend that the springs of inspiration of the early Greek thinkers must be sought in the previous mythological cosmotheories: such as Cornford, who thinks that Presocratic philosophy is much closer to the mythical and mysterious tradition, than to ‘science’, as it lacks the experimentation, the method and the conception of ‘science’; and Jaeger, who thinks that there is continuity between the Ionian thought and the Homeric epics. On the contrary, there is also the opposite view, as of Burnet, who claims that the quest for the springs and inspirations of Presocratic philosophy in the mythical tradition is utterly wrong; or Helm, who regards that Heraclitus is cut off from the traditional religious thought of Homer, Hesiod, and the mysteries, or the point of view of Vernant, who considers that the Greek thought springs not from the tradition, but from πόλις, being political thought. Kahn thinks that the spring of the new philosophical tendency as ramification from the tradition of the poets and the wise ones, and the impossibility of the clear distinction between the two, is symbolised in Thales, who for this reason is placed among both sides, both as one of the seven sages, and as the first philosopher.

For each Presocratic philosopher, this quest acquires different dimensions, since others borrow much from the tradition, and others less. As a whole, however, all the Presocratics transcend by far the
mythical tradition, undertaking a first materialistic and 'scientific-philosophical' interpretation of the world; and wherever they borrow from the tradition they transform their loans into their own ideas, which as they are transformed in such a way, they consist their pure thoughts. In the case of Heraclitus, particularly, the religious and poetic tradition does not seem to presage (at all) the theme of alteration and identity of the cosmos and the Being. It is true, that Heraclitus borrows from the tradition the usage of the names of some deities, such as Ζεύς, Δίονυσος, Ἀδής, Δίκη, Ἐρις, and Ἐρινύς; however, he completely transforms all these deities into his own philosophical modes of Being, transcending thus the polytheistic anthropomorphism of the tradition; also, he makes other kinds of transformations of the tradition, such as the identification of Δίονυσος with Ἀδής, and Δίκη with Ἐρις. These new transformed Heraclitean ideas do not exist at all in the tradition. But specifically, the dual Heraclitean theme of the simultaneous alteration and identity of the cosmos and the Being is totally non-existent in the mythical and religious tradition.

The Pre-Heraclitean philosophical thought also does not seem to presage Heraclitean thought, as far as the theme 'alteration and identity of the cosmos and the Being' is concerned. No thinker, predecessor or contemporary of Heraclitus, created philosophy on the dual simultaneous phenomenon of the cosmic and ontological alteration and identity. Certainly, the conception that the cosmos is changed is older than Heraclitus in the history of Greek philosophy. However, it is turbidly echoed in the doxographic tradition, as very few fragments are saved, and only of some Pre-Heraclitean thinkers; and wherever it is met, it is not in the cosmic level, but in the isolated level of the single material element that each philosopher recognises as the Being, or in plurality. On the contrary, the conception that the cosmos is identified with itself does not seem to be older than Heraclitus. The only common theory of Heraclitus with the Presocratics is the basic theory of all of them that the cosmos is in unity; but instead of limiting it to the primary element, as they do, Heraclitus expands it universally to all things, which thus consist a unified cosmic totality, and he transforms this 'unity' into the 'identity' εν-πάντα.

In Thales, the idea of alteration is echoed in the doxographical tradition which mentions that the ὅθω ςυγκεράννυται to the other three structural material elements of the cosmos, implying thus its alteration to them. Also, it is echoed as alteration of all the
cosmos, as astronomical and earthy transformations of eclipses, rivers, etc. as cyclical movement and alteration of the ῥωμη and of the other material elements, as movement of the earth floating over ῥωμη, and as eternal movement of the soul. On the other hand, some filings of the idea of identity may be echoed in the tradition, which mentions that Thales considered the ῥωμη as 'a same and eternally saving nature and substance', in the identity of life-death, and possibly in some kind of unity between water and some other fundamental terms of the cosmos, such as god, time, necessity, the wise, and mind. Wheelwright, however, regards Thales as significant, not because of his theory on the alteration of water, but because he first set the question "How does change come about?"

In Anaximander the concept of alteration is also echoed in the doxographical tradition as alteration of the cosmos as plurality, as alteration of the four cosmic opposite elements because of the movement of the ἀπειρον, as birth and death of everything, of all the eternal worlds and heavens because of the πειρ ον and its eternal movement, and as astronomical, earthly, human and animal transformations. Wheelwright regards the Anaximandorean theory of alteration as a forerunner of the Heraclitean theory in two respects: (1) that alteration is qualitative, and not spatial motion as it is for modern physical science, that is, it is an ontological alteration from one opposite to another; one opposite disappears when it is changed and its other opposite takes its place; (2) the relation of alteration between the opposites is periodic and cyclic according to the rhythmic principle of the order of time. In Heraclitus, though, alteration is not limited only between the opposites, but extends universally in the cosmos and its Being, something that does not occur in Anaximander. On the other hand, the concept of identity in Anaximander is traced with difficulty. In his fragments it is not declared by himself, but by Aristotle as addendum, who merely equates the ἀπειρον with θειον, while in the doxographies it is echoed only as synonymity of the infinite heavens and gods, and as unity of the opposites.

The first indication of presage of the Heraclitean alteration may be found in Anaximenes, as ἔξωτος of the world as plurality from ἀνήθος. However, nothing else is saved in the authentic fragments of Anaximenes for this alteration, which is not made known if it is an alteration of the air into-and-from plurality, as it happens with the πνεύμα of Heraclitus. In the doxographies the concept of alteration is
echoed as origin and end of the cosmic material elements from air, according to the alterations of its rarefaction and condensation, which are caused by the alterations of the opposites cold-warm, as origin of the gods and all of the rest of the cosmos from air, as astronomical and natural movements and transformations, and as μινοειδής περιδινησις of the cosmos. Wheelwright regards rather rightly the Anaximenean theory of alteration as forerunner of the Heraclitean theory, as it declares alteration “in terms of serial order”: Everything in nature is changed as condensation or rarefaction of air: rarefaction produces fire, while condensation produces cloud, water, mud, earth, and rock; this reminds to Wheelwright of the Heraclitean “way up and way down”, suggesting that maybe the two philosophers are based on a common source for this idea of theirs. On the other hand, the concept of identity is echoed in the doxographies as identity of the air with god. On the contrary, in Anaximenes I have the echo of the concept of non-identity of all the cosmos.

In Pythagoras and early Pythagoreanism the concept of alteration is echoed traditionally in the central doctrine of this religious-philosophical school, as movement and transformation of the soul in the cycle of its transmigration and reincarnations, as alteration and movement of all the cosmos, as alteration of time, the seasons from the opposites, and of the four material elements, as earthy and astronomical movements and transformations, as transformations related to medical and physiological issues, and as alterations and movements that are related to the numbers and the cosmos. The concept of identity is possibly echoed in number, which seems to be behind of, and to picture concrete things and concepts of the cosmos, as if it is identified with them. However, on no occasion does Heraclitus borrow anything from Pythagoreanism.

A second presage of the Heraclitean alteration I may find in Xenophanes, where the concept of movement however is traced only as far as the cosmos and its plurality is concerned, and not for θεὸς who eternally remains unmoving and changeless, but κραδαίνει the cosmos, remaining paradoxically out of this cosmic motion. This motion and transformation is the cyclical motion and alteration of the earth – which consists for Xenophanes the beginning and the end of the material world – and of the water, from which all things are generated and decayed. Of course, the difference between Xenophanes and Heraclitus is tremendous,
since for Xenophanes god is always changeless, while for Heraclitus god is always changed as fire. In the doxographic tradition the concept of alteration is also echoed as astronomical and earthy natural transformations. As for the concept of identity, it is traced in Xenophanes as everlasting immobility of god and eternal stay at itself, not being identified with anything else, neither with the cosmos, nor with the becoming of the cosmos. Here the difference between the two philosophers is immense, as for Heraclitus god is in identity with itself – but also with all of the rest twelve modes of the Being –, while, on the one hand, it is simultaneously changed, and on the other hand, it is identified with the cosmos and its becoming.

Finally, the case of Parmenides as contemporary of Heraclitus is particular. Even though Parmenides is at least twenty-five years younger than Heraclitus, there are scholars who believe that they knew each other. On the other hand, there are some who believe that they were completely unknown to each other, since they were living almost at the same time, but in regions totally opposite, one in Asia Minor and the other in Magna Graecia. There is of course the other view, like that of Cherniss, who believes that Heraclitus did not know the thought of Parmenides at all, for if he knew it he would have attacked him by name first of all, as he does with other philosophers and poets, while on the contrary that Parmenides knew the thought of Heraclitus, making an attack to his philosophy of alteration, to which he is absolutely opposed. Nevertheless, regardless whether the two philosophers knew each other, presages of the thought of Heraclitus do not exist in Parmenides – who must rather knew Heraclitus, as the opposite seems impossible, since his polemic presupposes the knowledge of Heraclitus –, who created an opposite philosophy on absolute immobility and non-alteration for the cosmic ἐόν, a ‘metaphysical kingdom of justice, necessity, stability and iron control’. On the other side, on the issue of identity, Parmenides is opposed to Heraclitus as far as the identity of the opposites is concerned, differentiating completely in his dualism the basic principles of his cosmogony, day and night. The Parmenidean rejection of any alteration and the acceptance of the absolute stability of the Being, has made those who regard Parmenides as the predecessor of Heraclitus to see in the Heraclitean identity some presage of the thought of Parmenides, but such a view cannot be true, since Heraclitus, firstly, precedes Parmenides, and secondly, his own identity is not stability, and
happens simultaneously with alteration, as for him the cosmos and Being is changed and identified simultaneously.\textsuperscript{76}

So, I see that the only cases where I detect a possible presage of the Heraclitean alteration is Anaximenes with the \textit{kροια} of everything from \textit{ἀνὴρ},\textsuperscript{77} and Xenophanes with the motion of everything from the unmoving \textit{θεός}. However, their echo of the cosmic alteration is different\textsuperscript{78} to the Heraclitean one, that appears that Heraclitus is really the first one who philosophises on the cosmic phenomenon of alteration to such a powerful degree\textsuperscript{79}. On the other side, as far as the identity of the cosmos is concerned, I detect a possible presage of the Heraclitean thought only in Xenophanes with the absolute immobility of \textit{θεός} and its eternal stay at itself; it is though of very little echo and significance, showing thus as certain that Heraclitus is the first philosopher who examines the cosmic phenomenon of identity with seriousness and in the greatest degree. As Emlyn-Jones\textsuperscript{80} mentions, with Parmenides as the sole exception, who uses the term \textit{τωντόν} (28B8) in order to reject the identity of the opposites, no other Presocratic philosopher attributes to the term \textit{αὐτός} the meaning of unity or identity.\textsuperscript{81} Hence, no other thinker, predecessor or contemporary of Heraclitus, presented, to my knowledge, a philosophy that refers to the dual theme of simultaneous cosmic and ontological alteration and identity.

### III

The originality of Heraclitus in this theory of simultaneous alteration and identity of the cosmos and Being, nevertheless, does not cease only in antiquity, but continues up to our days. In the history of philosophy, this Heraclitean theory seems to be echoed again transformed in the modern and contemporary thought within the Nietzschean theory of the Eternal Recurrence of the Same,\textsuperscript{82} and the Heideggerean theory of Identity and Difference,\textsuperscript{83} Then, it passes from the realm of philosophy into the realm of science,\textsuperscript{84} where it is found again today in the most recent astrophysical theories, proving thus for one more time the admirable timeliness of Heraclitus.

In one of the most significant fragments of Heraclitus, fr. B30,\textsuperscript{85} the philosopher declares that this cosmos, which no god or man has created, is in identity with itself, as it eternally is, was, and will be an ever-living fire, which is kindling and going out in cosmic measures. In this saying of the Ephesian philosopher, contemporary science is deafeningly echoed, as similar ideas on the universe are expressed
today in the most recent astrophysical theories. These theories claim that the universe existed almost fifteen billion years as a mysterious and inexplicable point, which suddenly exploded, and from this vast explosion time, space, matter, antimatter, and energy were created (Theory of Big Bang). In its first period after the explosion, the first five hundred thousand years, the scientists believe that the universe was in the beginning an infinite temperature fiery and utterly luminous, but it gradually began cooling, reaching thus at its present frozen condition of −273° K, being now dark. Remains of this gigantic cosmic fire that was the universe in its beginning, are all the countless galaxies and the suns within them, but also their planets, which are frozen on the surface, but beyond are still fiery. The whole universe moves at the lightning speed of 600Km/min, being attracted towards its most densely populated from area, the Great Attractor. These theories also claim that under the dominant control of dark matter – the most enigmatic form of matter – the universe does not get only cold, but is also expanded, and that after some billion years it will rather start contracting, because it will probably have an inversion in its density and its gravity, becoming even more cool, and that it will end up after almost fifty to one hundred billion years, being then all united with the Great Attractor, in its primal condition of absolute extinction, shrinking again in a mysterious point – which is considered as a Black Hole of infinite density, gravity, and paradoxically, heat – all of its enormous space, time, matter, antimatter, and energy (Theory of Big Crush), in order then to re-explode in another new Big Bang of fire, and to become another new universe, which will be the ‘same’ with the previous one, but also with the next one. This process of extinction and conflagration of the ‘same’ universe-fire, according to science, was, is, and will be ad infinitum.

If I summarise this admirable contemporary astrophysical theory, and express it with the Heraclitean words of the wonderful fr. B30, I will not change its truth at all. The same applies to fr. B31, in which Heraclitus again has rightly expressed in very general terms the material alteration of the universe, as he regards it to be an alteration of fire into air, water, and earth, and again eternally reversibly and repeatedly. Thus, it echoes almost the similar discoveries of contemporary science on how the universe changes: in the beginning it was fiery, then enormous masses of air were produced, which were gradually liquefied, and at the end, were solidified. The bodies that exist in the universe as a result of this eternal material alteration of fire from-and-to itself, are some in fiery
condition (suns, galaxies, the inside of the planets), other in aerial condition (nebulas, planets), other in liquid condition (planets), and some in solid condition (celestial bodies, planets, moons), verifying thus the Heraclitean theory of alteration of the cosmos, and lending to it an immense timeliness. But the Heraclitean theory of identity has also timeliness because it is also verified by the contemporary theories on the universe. The universe, regardless of how it changes, it is always the 'same' universe, one, same, and common, since from its beginning in every Big Bang, until its shrinking again to its primal point in every Big Crush. After an enormous and immense alteration, it is identified again with its 'same' self, in order to re-explode and to change again always to its 'same' self, since it is in eternal identity with itself. All the more so, the matter with the antimatter of the universe is considered to be in identity by scientists, verifying thus also the theory of the identity of the opposites of Heraclitus. According to contemporary science, then, the alteration and the identity of the universe is eternally happening, being the eternal recurrence (hence, alteration) of the 'same' universe (hence, identity).

Conclusively, Heraclitus is the first philosopher who conceived only through his mind whatever contemporary science teaches today with the most advanced scientific and technological means that it possesses. This timeliness of Heraclitus, hence, is more than admirable. And for this reason, the Heraclitean theory of the eternal alteration and identity of the cosmos and Being is not played out, and it is not interesting only from the historical view or only for research itself, but it is a timely theme, which lives still today in the most contemporary astrophysical theories, attempting to give an answer on the universe-cosmos, being timely, exactly because it is true.
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